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Hospital Furniture
ICU Mechanical Bed  IMB 101

Specifications:

- Mechanically Operated, Height Adjustable.
- Back-Rest & Knee Rest, Trendelenburg / Reverse Trendelenburg Positions by Screw System.
- Uniformly Perforated Four Sectional CRCA Sheet Top Trolley Type Base and Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe
- S.S. Bows with Laminated Panels at Head and Foot-end
- S.S. Full Length Collapsible Side Railing, One S.S.I.V. Rod Height Adjustable.
- Four Revolving Corner Buffers
- Bed Mounted on 150 M.M. Dia Castors, Two with Brakes
- Location Provided for I.V. Rod
- Mattress Surface: 188L x 90W cms.
- Overall Size: 210L x 100W x 60-80 H cms.
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.

ICU (ABS Type) Mechanical Bed  IMB 102

Specifications:

- Mechanically Operated, Height Adjustable.
- Back-Rest & Knee Rest, Trendelenburg Positions by Screw System.
- Uniformly Perforated Four Sectional CRCA Sheet Top Trolley Type Base and Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe Imported ABS Bows at Head and Foot end Powder Coated Half Length Collapsible Side Railing (New Design), One Imported S.S.I.V. Rod Height Adjustable.
- Four Revolving Corner Buffers Bed Mounted on 125 M.M. Dia Castors, Two with Brakes Location Provided for I.V. Rod
- Mattress Surface: 188L x 90W cms.
- Overall Size: 210L x 100W x 60 H cms.
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.
ICU Bed  Height Adjustable  IMB  103

Specifications:

- Mechanically Operated
- Back-Rest, Knee Rest, Trendelenburg/ Reverse Trendelenburg Positions by Screw System
- Uniformly Perforated Four Sectional CRCA Sheet Top
- Trolley Type Base and Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe
- S.S. Bows with Laminated Panels at Head and Foot-end
- S.S. Swing Away Type Side Railing, One S.S. I.V. Rod Height Adjustable
- Four Revolving Corner Buffers
- Bed Mounted on 150 M.M. Dia Castors, Two with Brakes
- Mattress Surface : 188 L x 90 W cms
- Overall Size : 210 L x 100 W x 60 H cms.
- Pre-Treated and Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.

ICU Bed  Electrical (ABS Panels & Side Railings) IMB - 104

Specifications :

- Four Independent Electric Motors
- 2-Section Tuck Away ABS Side rails with Safety Lock
- 3-Section Perforated CRC sheet and backrest having X-Ray translucent top with cassette tray.
- Removal and Lockout ABS Head & Foot Board
- Central Brake System, Mounted on 125mm Dia castor.
- ABS Corner Bumper
- Drainage Bag Hooks
- Four I.V. Pole Sockets
- I.V. Pole Storage
- Chair / Flat Position
- Finish: Epoxy Powder Coated
- Available with removable I.V. Pole

Fowler Bed  (S.S. Bows)  IMB - 105

Specifications:

- Frame work made of Rectangular M.S. Tube
- 4 Section Top made of perforated M.S. Sheet.
- Back Rest, Knee Rest Positions maneuvered by Separate screw from Foot End.
- ABS molded head and foot Panels
- Telescopic IV Rod with four Locations.
- Bed Mounted on 100mm Dia Castor ? two with brakes.
- Overall Size: 206L x 90W x 60H cms.
- Finish: Epoxy Powder Coated.
SEMI FOWLER RECOVERY BED ABS PANEL IMB - 106

Specifications:

- Mechanically Operated Back-Rest operated by Screw System
- Uniformly Perforated Two Sectional CRCA Sheet Top
- Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe
- Half Length Imported Aluminum Collapsible Side Railing
- Location Provided for I.V. Rod
- Mattress Surface: 188L x 90W cms.
- Overall Size: 210L x 92W x 60H cms.
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.

SEMI FOWLER GENERAL ABS PANEL BED IMB 107

Specifications:

- Mechanically Operated Back-Rest operated by Screw System
- Uniformly Perforated Two Sectional CRCA Sheet Top
- Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe
- Half Length Imported Aluminum Collapsible Side Railing
- Location Provided for I.V. Rod
- Mattress Surface: 188L x 90W cms.
- Overall Size: 210L x 92W x 60H cms.
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.

SEMI FOWLER BED GENERAL (MS PANEL BED ) IMB 108

Description:

- Mechanically Operated Back-Rest operated by Screw System
- Uniformly Perforated Two Sectional CRCA Sheet Top
- Main Frame Made of Strong Rectangular CRCA Pipe
- Tubular Head and Foot Bows of Unequal Height with Vertical Tube Supports
- Location Provided for I.V. Rod
- Mattress Surface: 188L x 90W cms.
- Overall Size: 210L x 92W x 60H cms.
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish.
Specifications:

- Frame work made of Rectangular / Square M.S. Tube
- Top made of MS sheet.
- Tubular Head & Foot Bows of unequal height.
- Location for Four I.V. Rod.
- Overall Size: 206L x 90W x 60H cms.
- Finish: Epoxy Powder Coated.

Patient Attendant Bed : IMB 110

Description:

- Four Independent Electric Motors
- 2-Section Tuck Away ABS Side rails with Safety Lock
- 3-Section Perforated CRC sheet and backrest having X-Ray translucent top with cassette tray.
- Removal and Lockout ABS Head & Foot Board
- Central Brake System, Mounted on 125mm Dia castor.
- ABS Corner Bumper
- Drainage Bag Hooks
- Four I.V. Pole Sockets
- I.V. Pole Storage
- Chair / Flat Position
- Finish: Epoxy Powder Coated
- Available with removable I.V. Pole

PEDIATRIC BED IMB 111

Description:

- Main frame of rectangular strong and precise steel tubes with ‘H’ type legs on PVC stumps.
- Perforated CRCA top.
- Tubular head and foot bows of equal heights with vertical tube support.
- Drop down types safety side railings.

Size: 137(L) x 76(W) x 60(H) cms. (Approx)
Attendant Bed Cum Chair IMC 201

Description:
- Overall Size: 188L x 50L x 40H cms
- MS Tubular frame work mounted on PVC stumps
- Epoxy Powder Coated Finish

Blood Transfusion Chair IMC 202

Description:
- Cushioned top in three sections
- Backrest & Leg rest Sections adjustable
- Height: 50 Cms.
- Back rest: 50x70 Cms
- Seat: 50x40 Cms
- Leg Rest: 50x40 Cms
- Adjustable Armrest
- Epoxy Powder Coated

Wheel Chair Non Folding IMC 203

Description:
- Overall size: 41"Lx28"Wx33"H 17"
- Cushioned seat & back fixed armrests front with 5" solid castors.
- & rear 26" solid wheels with breaks.

Wheel Chair Folding BSI-204

Description:
- Heavy duty Material Epoxy Finished
- Detachable arm rest or foot rest
- Reclining High Back, Elevating legrest
- Seat & Back Upholstery made of colored
- Leather ate
- Front wheel 8" & Rear 24" wheel
- Seat width 46cms & overall width 65cms

Electronic Wheel Chair IMC 205

Description:
- Heavy duty
- Drop Back Handle
- Front Wheel 8" Rear Wheel 12"
- Seat width 46cms & overall width 62cms
- Motors 168 Vx2
- Batteries 12 Vx2
- Can Run 20 Km at 0-6 Km/h

Commode Wheel Chair IMC 206

Description:
- Steel Material Chrome plated folding
- Seat & Back Upholstery made of colored
- Leather ate
- 6"x1" Front wheel & 24" Rear wheel
**Instrument Cabinet**

**Description:**
- Size: 165 H x 61 W x 38 D cm
- Constructed from Ms steel sheet.
- Upper section with two sliding glass doors.
- And adjustable glass shelves.
- Lower section with two Ms steel sheet locking door and one shelf.
- Finish in epoxy powder coated.

**Medicine Cabinet**

**Description:**
- Body and Doors made of MS Sheet
- Four Shelves made of MS Sheet Filled with Lock key and Handle.

**Examination Couch with Backrest**

**Description:**
- Made from MS sheet, machine pressed.
- Easy and instantaneous tilt of backrest section with the help of Gas spring system.
- Foam padded, upholstered top for patient comfort.
- Cabinet in lower section for storage of medicines, bandages etc., using sliding doors for maximum utility within limited space.
- Three drawers in upper section and swinging tray for B.P. apparatus. Size: 187(L) x 51(W) x 81(H) cms. (Approx) Backrest: 45L x 51W cms
- Main Frame: 138L x 51W cms

**Bed Side Locker Cabinet**

**Description:**
- M.S Cup board with ventilating louvers on door
- With knob S.S top.
- M.S Cup board with ventilating louvers on door

**Filling Cabinet**

**Description:**
- Made of MS Sheet
- Available in Two/Three/Four Drawers

**Bed Side Locker**

**Description:**
- Feature of Bed Side Locker:
- Locker machine pressed from 20 SWG CRCA Sheet with all three sides closed.
- Having one box & a drawer.
- S.S. top. Mounted on two 5 cms dis swiveling castors two PVC stumps.
- Epoxy Powder Coated.
**BED SIDE LOCKER CABINET IMCB 307**

**Description:**
- MS Powder Coated
- (450x450x760mm)
- One drawer
- One towel rail
- 50mm castors

**Bed Side Locker Cabinet IMCB 308**

**Description:**
- (16"Lx6"Wx32"H) Tubular pipe construction fitted PVC stumps assembled to M.S. cupboard.
- Stainless steel top. Epoxy Powder Coated.

**Obstetric Labour Tables Telescopic IMT 401**

**Description:**
- Approx. Dimensions: 72"L x 27"W x 30" H
- Tubular frame work mounted on PVC stumps.
- Stainless steel top in three sections
- Trendelenburg/Rev. Trendelenburg position adjustable by pneumatic gas spring system.
- Backrest section adjustable on ratchet.
- Leg end section can slide under the main section.
- Height adjustable a pair of knee crutches *
  - Pre treated & Epoxy powder coated.

**Examination Table (Two Sections) IMT 402**

**Description:**
- Approx Dimensions: 72"L x 24"W x 32"H
- Frame work Rectangular & Square Steel tubes.
- Adjustable Back Rest by hand lever.
- 2 Section Cushioned top.
- Legs fitted on PVC stands.
- Finish: Pre treated & Epoxy Powder Coated.

**Examination Table Plain IMT 403**

**Description:**
- Overall size 183L x 60W x 81H cms.
- Frame work of CRC tubes.
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.
- Legs fitted with PVC stumps.
- 5 cms foam cushioned top covered with Rexene
**Over Bed Table**

Description:
- Rectangular frame work mounted on 5 cms castors.
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated
- 30” x 16” laminated/Membrane pressed top adjustable by gear handle

**Over Bed Table Sunmica Top**

Description:
- Overall Size: 42”L x 16”W x 39”H
- Tubular frame work mounted on 5 cms castors.
- Fixed Laminated top 30” x 16”.
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.

**Gynaec Examination Table (Two Section) IMT – 408**

Description:
- Overall Size: 180L x 60W x 46H cms.
- Frame work made of Rectangular / Square M. S. Tube
- Back rest section adjustable on Ratchet / Lever
- Legs fitted with PVC Stumps
- 5 cm foam cushioned top covered with rexine with perineal cut
- Adjustable lithotomy poles with straps.
- Finish: Pretreated & Epoxy Powder Coated

**Obstetric Delivery Table (3 Section top)**

Description:
- Approx. Dimensions: 72”L x 22”W x 30”H
- Rectangular & square tube frame work mounted on PVC stumps.
- Three sections cushioned top. Backrest, Seat, Leg section adjustable by hand lever.
- Complete with SS bowls
- Height adjustable a pair of knee crutches.
- Pre treated & Epoxy powder coated.

**Gynaec Examination Table (Plain) IMT - 409**

Description:
- Overall Size: 180L x 60W x 46H cms.
- Frame work made of Rectangular / Square M. S. Tube
- Legs fitted with PVC Stumps
- 5 cm foam cushioned top covered with rexine with perineal cut
- Adjustable lithotomy poles with straps.
- Finish: Pretreated & Epoxy Powder Coated.
"MAYO" Instrumental Trolley

**Description:**
- Chromed or stainless steel structure
- Removable stainless steel upper tray
- Height adjustable
- 80 mm revolving wheels
- Cart weight 7 kg
- Dimensions (cm): 60D*40W*102-130H

![MAYO Instrumental Trolley](image1)

Instrumental Trolley

**Description:**
- Frame work of CRCA tubes mounted on castors
- Two S.S. shelves with three sided railing on both shelf
- Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated finish
- Also available in S.S. frame & shelves

Size: A 60 x 46 x 81 cms.

![Instrumental Trolley](image2)

Medicine Trolley

**Description:**
- Overall approx size: 76L x 46W x 81H cms
- Frame work of M.S. tubes mounted on 10cms castors
- Two S.S. shelves with three side railing on top shelf
- Two drawer under the each shelf
- Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated finish

![Medicine Trolley](image3)

Dressing Trolley

**Description:**
- Dressing trolley- powder coated
- Sheet 18s 10g CRCAsse
- Pipe 18s 10g x 1"dia
- 16s 10g x 1" dia
- 16s 10g & 12s 10g in 2" x 1" rectangular sectors
- Steel tubular framework mounted on four swivelling castors
- Two stainless steel shelves
- Stainless steel guard rails on all four sides over both shelves
- Supplies with stainless steel bowl and bucket

![Dressing Trolley](image4)

Stretcher Trolley

**Description:**
- Size: (213L x 56W x 81H cms)
- Frame work of CRC tubes mounted on 15cms castors.
- Removable stretcher top with chrome plated handle.
- Pre-treated and Epoxy powder coated
- Finish without mattress.
SS CURVED INSTRUMENT TROLLEY

Description:
- General Utility Trolley with two S.S. Shelves,
- Frame made of stainless steel mounted on five 7.5 cm. swivel castors.
- Wholly made of Stainless Steel.
Size: (100L X 36W X 86H) cm.

Crash Cart TROLLEY IMTR 509

Description:
- Overall approx size:
  - 930mm l x 400mm w x 1580mm h.
- Complete S.S. tubular frame work two Alcon box with lockable three drawers.
- 12 nos. Handout binds at eye level. S.S. Saline rod with powder coated oxygen arrangement.
- One wooden writing board. 125mm dia. Castor two with breaks.

Crash Cart TROLLEY IMTR 510

Description:
- Overall approx size:
  - 940mmL x 490mmW x 1535mmH.
- Six removable bins & two Polystyrene storage unit with three drawers each.

S.S. Patient Trolley IMTR 511

Description:
- S.S. made, mobile on four 150 mm swivel castors, two with brakes, provision for I.V Rod with Swing away Railing
- Size: 203L x 56W x 82H cms

Cylinder Trolley

Description:
- Cylinder Trolley - Stainless Steel
- Sheet 18s 10g SS 304 Grade
- Pipe 18s 10g x 1” dia
- 16s 10g x 1” dia
- Rectangular Sectors 16s 10g & 12s 10g in 2” x 1”
- Suitable for 1320ltrs
- Size Gas Cylinder
- MS Tubular framework fitted with two wheels
- Pretreated & Powder Coated

Emergency Trolley IMTR 512

Description:
- Tubular Trolley with foot operated Hydraulic pump for height adjustment
- Pneumatic mechanism for Trendelenburg / Reverse Trendelenburg positions
- Two sectional X-ray Translucent Top with X-ray cassettes holding tray
- Head Raise by Ratchet system
- With four 150 mm castors, two with brakes
- S.S. Swing Away type Side Rails, One S.S. I.V. Rod, Utility Tray & Cylinder Cage
- Size: 210L x 67W x 65-85 H cms
- Stretcher Size: 182L x 56W cms
- Pre-treated & Epoxy Powder Coated Finish
**Patient Stool Revolving S. S. Top**  IMS 601

**Description:**
- S.S. Foot ring supports 18” to 27”
- Adjustable height S.S. Top through screw.
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.

---

**Stool Revolving Cushioned Top**  IMS 602

**Description:**
- 18”x27” adjustable height by screw.
- Finish: Pretreated & Epoxy powder coated.
- MS tubular 4 legs fitted on PVC stumps with S.S. footrest ring support.

---

**Visitor Stool**  IMS 603

**Description:**
- M.S. Tubular frame fitted with PVC stump.
- CRC sheet duly double press bent.
- Overall Size: 12” x 12” x 20”
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.

---

**Lab Technician Stool**  IMS 604

**Description:**
- Height adjustable cushioned seat.
- 5 legs base on castors.

---

**Visitor Stool**  IMS 605

**Description:**
- MS Tubular frame work
- Available in Two / Three / Four Seats.

---

**Foot Step Double**  IMS 606

**Description:**
- Overall approx step size: 505L x 305W mm.
- Aluminium tread flats by pop rivets.
- Frame made of 1” x 18G CRC tubes fitted with PVC stumps.
- Finish: Pre-treated & Epoxy powder coated.

---

**Foot Step Single**  IMS 607

**Description:**
- Overall approx step size: 505L x 305 230H mm.
- Step made of CRCA sheet fitted with aluminium tread flats by pop rivets.
- Frame made of 1” x 18G CRC tubes with PVC stumps.
- Finish: Pre-treated & Epoxy powder coated.

---

**Kick Bucket/ Bowl**  IMTS 608

**Description:**
- Approx. S.S. Bowl of 350 mm dia/ S.S. Bucket.
- Framework made of MS/SS tubes.
- Mounted on 75 mm castors.
- Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder coated / Stainless Steel Frame.
**Description:**
- Overall Size: 66”H x 96”L.
- Tubular frame work mounted on 5 cms castors with curtains.
- Finish: Pre-treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.

**Description:**
- 12 mm S.S. Adjustable double hook I.V. Rod.
- To hold I.V. Rod at one fixed height by knob.
- B- S.S. Base with S.S. Pipe.
- C- M.S. base with M.S. Pipe
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